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Executive summary
This toolkit is a practical resource for both young
women who could become digital professionals, and
for employers who need ambitious, well-trained
young people to work for them. This toolkit will
support the activities of the Women4IT project,
which has two broad objectives:

1.Motivate

2. Engage

With the Women4IT project, we aim
to (guess what?) bring more women
into digital jobs. We are focusing
on young women that are Not in
Education, Employment, or Training–
hence they face a various risks,
problems and negative orientations.
We believe that by engaging this
target group into a mentorship and
training programme, it will improve
their attitudes and motivation to
work in a booming economical sector
- the Digital sector.

We are engaging employers from
beginning to end, throughout
all phases. We want to mobilise
employers to support a new way
of thinking about employment
and recruitment. We promote the
concept of employers’ ongoing
engagement in the process of
preparing their (future) employees
through tailor-made training
programmes, rather than simply
going to the market when they need
to fill in a position.

young women to
embrace digital careers

employers into the preparation
of (future) employees

Following the above introduction, this toolkit presents two major parts that
can be used independently, the first targeted at women and the second at
employers.

GO TO INDEX
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Toolkit
for young
women
This toolkit is a practical resource that aims to raise your awareness
about what it means to work in a digital job and why you should see this
as an exciting career pathway. It provides a series of key principles and
recommendations that, combined, should give you a good understanding
of the opportunities, advantages and challenges ahead of you, as well as
various other practices that might be of further help.

GO TO INDEX
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Role models
In order for you to have a more clear vision over what it really means to work
in IT, we have gathered some ideas, tips and tricks from two young women that
began their digital career through different ways and means.
Let these thoughts inspire you in your own pathway to the IT market.

The tech sector is probably one
of the most innovative and
rapidly growing industries.
It’s challenging and
you’ll never get bored.

Célia Marin
Graphic Designer

Plus, this sector is huge, so
there are lots of opportunities
and career options for all
different types of skills.

GO TO INDEX
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The benefits for being a selfemployed female statistician/
data scientist are many.
Perhaps the most important
to me is that, as a parent, I am
able to spend a lot of time at

Stephanie Glen
Data Analyst

Read mll inoterrveiew here

on Stephanie’s

fu

home with my children. Most
of my consulting work can be
performed late in the evening.
My “office” is an art studio
five blocks from my house (for
years, it was the cafe in a local
used bookstore which was
just as pleasant, if a tad less
private).

GO TO INDEX
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improves a website or software
that protects the data of
customers, it’s great to see the
effect of your hard work.

Amy Townsend
Digital Marketing Executive

It’s also the sector most likely to
innovate in flexible working due
to new technology. Women in
Ireland spend 11 hours a week

It’s an exciting, fast paced

more caring for others than

sector and there’s always new

men and 10.5 extra hours on

things to discover. You can work

housework so it’s important

in a huge range of roles so it

for us to be able to work more

will never get boring.

flexibly.

I love working in tech. What

Wages are often higher than in

you’ve created is often very

other sectors too and there’s

tangible, whether that’s a new

always a large number of

website, content, code that

vacancies, so join us!

GO TO INDEX
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MY MATCH!
BUILD YOUR PROFILE
AND MATCH IT
WITH A JOB
Jobs with digital skills
Nowadays, 90% of the jobs require digital competences.
Irrespective of the sector in which you would like to work, you
will need some level of digital skills. In the category of digital
jobs, there is a great variety of work, and job titles can vary
significantly from one company to another.
However, this toolkit focuses on six job profiles that are in
demand in Ireland and Europe, and might be relevant to you.
These six job profiles have been selected by the Women4IT
project team, based on thorough research in seven EU
countries.

GO TO INDEX
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See below the 6 job profiles listed:

• For more details, click on the images
GO TO INDEX
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• For more details, click on the images
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Jobs on the market
Digital technologies are used in many sectors such as farming, healthcare,
transport, education, retail, automatics, energy, shipping, logistics, teaching and
the information and communications technology industry, etc.
The demand for information and communications technology specialists is
growing fast. Currently, nine out of ten jobs will require digital skills.

Europe is home to some of the biggest tech companies in the world. Ireland is
the second largest exporter of computer and IT services globally, which makes
the IT sector one of the fastest growing industries in the country.
Digital skills are in demand and 5.2% of vacancies for computing skills in 2018
were left unfilled, according to the Expert Group for Future Skills Needs.
The Group also forecasted a shortage of 146,000 people with ICT Skills by 2022.
Therefore, there are a lot of opportunities in the sector.
In Ireland, 19% of ICT workers are women, according to a 2018 EU report.

GO TO INDEX
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If you like the idea of getting a digital job, here are some useful resources you
might want to check:
• Available digital jobs can be
found online on the major job and
recruitment websites. Here are some
examples:
International:
linkedin.com
ie.indeed.com
monster.ie

Ireland:
jobs.ie
cpl.ie
irishjobs.ie
recruitireland.com

• Some of the organizations
supporting young girls in tech in
Ireland are:
Organisation:

Global Women
in Tech

– connecting women with the STEM
industry and facilitating IT sector
development by international
business exchanges
Project:

Young Women Education
programme

- An Cosan VCC with JP Morgan
sponsored the programme, ‘Business
Administration and Digital Skills for
Work’ (NQF Level 5), is aimed at
single mothers who left school early
Community:

Women4women

- non-profit educational and
networking group for women with
different life experiences and from
different cultures

GO TO INDEX

Organisation:

Girls in Tech Dublin

- creates a support framework to
help women advance their careers in
STEM fields
Organisation:

Women in Tech Dublin

- offers a wide range of conferences
about the role of women in IT
Organisation:

Women Who Code Dublin

- a non-profit organisation dedicated
to inspire women in technology
careers
Project:

Women ReBOOT Programme

– the Software Skillnet Women
ReBOOT Programme supports a
clear path towards returning to work
through coaching, work placements
and technical skills development
Organisation:

WITS Ireland

- actively promotes women in
technology and science in Ireland
Project:

Technovation
Challenge-Teen-Turn

– this initiative invites teenage
girls to identify a problem in their
community and create a solution
through a social enterprise

www.women4it.eu
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If by now, you are not convinced, below are some words of
advice from some role models as to why you should target
a digital career:

Célia Marin
Graphic Designer - BidX1

I would just say go for it! This
industry is growing and there
is still loads to discover and
create. If you’re adaptable and
like a challenging environment,
this career is for you.

Read inmteorvrieew here

on Celia’s full

Amy Townsend
Digital Marketing Executive

“Just simply be yourself. If
you’ve got the skills, the energy
and the passion to make a
difference in the world, tech is
an amazing sector to work in
and your gender or background
doesn’t really matter at the end
of the day.
As Barack Obama once said:
“Change will not come if we
wait for some other person or
some other time. We are the
ones we’ve been waiting for. We
are the change that we seek.”

Readinmteorvrieew here

on Amy’s full
GO TO INDEX
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Adebola Olomo
Software tester with Marketing,
business and Communications
background

Read llminoterrveiew here

on Adebola’s fu

GO TO INDEX

“You would always find
relevance in tech. You don’t
have to be a nerd to go into
tech. You just need to know
how to use technology for
the things you are passionate
about, create solutions and
learn how to convert.
Content Development, Content
Writing, Programming
Language Writing, and Code
Development, are easier for us
because we’re women and we
understand people.
We nurture people,
so we know better! We know
how to develop products, not
for machines, but for people
to use. It’s a great advantage
to be a woman and use our
womanhood to improve
and inspire the community
we live in.”

www.women4it.eu
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Review your skills and
needs to find a job
that best suits your profile

Digital skills area

To pursue a digital career, you
need a set of digital and soft skills.
Women4IT has done a research on
digital skills needed by employers.
Here are the types of skills and areas
of expertise in-high-demand:

Read emWoroemen4IT

th
full version of eds report
skills ne

Women4IT has created a special,
easy to use assessment tool to
highlight the skills you have already
and those you need to improve. It
will also show what digital jobs might
suit you best.

Soft skills area

Registotegerther with

an account and
on the
ete your profile
a mentor compl
ling Tool!
Women4IT Profi
lts and move
Check your resu
g step!
to the followin

GO TO INDEX
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MY TRAINING!
PREPARE FOR THE JOB
How can I
develop my skills?
Now that you’re clear about the
level of your skills, what you need
and what you want to improve, you
should be able to identify training
opportunities that match your
priorities, your way of learning and
your expectations.
As a participant of the Woment4IT
project and to support your effort,
you will follow a personalised training
roadmap, in which you will be able
to see your learning units, outcomes,
syllabi, modes of delivery, assessment
and badges.

Good lintog reksunoltsw, you will be

profi
Based on your
ill support you
mentor that w
in touch with a
IT training.
the Women4
r
fo
g
in
er
st
gi
in re
ur personalised
ve access to yo
Also, you will ha
ap.
training roadm

Women4IT will connect you with
a mentor who will introduce you
to a training provider. Your training
roadmap is already planned and
ready for you to get started.
Women4IT performed a research
on innovative training approaches
of training women in digital jobs in
seven European countries. You can
check out differences and similarities,
but also international opportunities
when it comes to IT training in
Europe.
If you are unemployed, parenting
alone or have a disability and are
getting certain payments from the
Department of Employment Affairs
and Social Protection (DEASP), you
may be able to avail of a Back to
Education Allowance (BTEA). Your
mentor will help you to check this
out.

Read tivmeoapreproaches

Study on innova
en in IT
on training wom

GO TO INDEX
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MY JOB!
GET YOUR JOB APPLICATION READY
Where do I find a digital job?
When your training is complete, you are ready to get a job! Your mentor will
help you to get started. This toolkit will give you some tips. At this stage in your
employment journey, you might have been already approached by employers to
work for them. However, you should keep an eye on the best opportunities out
there.

Networking

Social media

Before going to job websites to
search for digital jobs, talk to people
in your community. You will know
people who might suggest employers
to approach, with the help of your
mentor.

LinkedIn is a commonly used social
media platform for employment
all over the world. You will see
discussions about education and
networking on job related topics.

Watch out for local workshops and
events organised by IT communities,
organisations or projects such as
Women4IT. So, look out for events
may be promoted through social
media.

GO TO INDEX

You might also find some information
by browsing through Facebook and
Twitter.
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Job websites
Your mentor will introduce you to job
recruiting websites where you will
see vacancies that might suit you.

Employment
agencies
Again, ask your mentor to suggest
local employment agencies: Wipro,
Approach People recruitment, Hays
recruitment agencies, Michael Page,
Excel recruitment, Morgan McKinley,
Bond Personnel, Make IT in Ireland,
Eden Recruitment, FRS Recruitment,
Next Generation Recruitment,
Eolas Recruitment, CPL, Sigmar.
You contact them and submit your
profile and CV.

Outsourcing
companies

Importance of internship /
volunteering
Your first step in employment might
be through internships, community
initiatives or apprenticeships. These
can be a great way to get a career in
the tech industry started, and the
chance to earn while you learn more
about a particular role.
Enhancing your skills in a work
environment is probably the most
effective way to grow and develop
yourself professionally. Internship
and apprenticeship programmes
are usually promoted on job
recruitment websites, as well as by
the employment agencies

If, you speak a foreign language,
you have a very good chance to be
hired by an outsourcing company.
Companies such as Accenture, AWS,
Ernst and Young, Deloitte, Microsoft,
Apple, Oracle, Johnson and Johnson,
Facebook, Linkedin, Salesforce are
those that made the Irish outsourcing
market very attractive.

GO TO INDEX
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Determine

How do I read
a job ad?

Your mentor will guide you through
the recruitment scene in Ireland.
It is important that you to know how
to properly read a job ad. Here are
some tips on how you can spot the
essentials1:

Identify

the advertiser.
Is it the company doing the hiring?
Or have they outsourced to a
recruitment firm?

Note

the company.
Who’s running the ad? Do you know
the company? How big is it? Have you
heard of it? What kind of reputation
does it have?

1

what they’re looking for.
“Are they asking for specific
qualification?” Phrases like “You must
have” indicate a greater importance,
while words like “preferably”, “nice
to have”, “ideally” or “desired”
suggest some flexibility.”

Pay attention

to special instructions.
Look out for instructions such as
“No phone calls”, “Apply by email”,
“Include a handwritten cover letter”,
“Include three samples of your
previous work – submit as PDFs”.

Look for

pay and benefits information.
Do they specify salary? Discuss your
salary expectations with your mentor
before you apply. Does the job
include other benefits?
Once you know how to read a job ad,
you’ll be more likely to experience
success with your job search and job
interview. The Women4IT training
includes further recommendations
on this topic.

https://www.bcjobs.ca/blog/how-to-read-a-job-ad/

GO TO INDEX
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How to write my CV /
Cover Letter?

How to apply
for a digital job?

There is a very handy tool that
you can use to create your CV. This
is called Europass and includes
documents to make your skills and
qualifications clearly and easily
understood in Europe.

As with any job application,
when applying for an IT job, it is
recommended that you adapt your
CV and cover letter to match the job
offer. This is how you can do that:

Don’t worry! You will get
plenty of support in how to
write a great CV from the
mentor and training during
Women4IT training.
During the training, you will learn
how to create a CV. Together with
your mentor, you will be able to
decide upon the best methods and
tools to create the job applications.

GO TO INDEX

Identify specific requirements within
the job offer - that really make a
difference for the employer.
In your application, focus on your
strengths that relate to those specific
requirements. These strengths can
represent skills and knowledge
that you have gained in various
environments (e.g. volunteering,
non-formal education).
When adapting your application
for a specific job offer, you should
always try to prove the strengths and
abilities that you claim.
Last but not least: Don’t forget about
your social media presence when
you apply for a job. Employers often
check these to learn more about you
as a potential candidate.

www.women4it.eu
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Answer questions about your
experience with examples where you
can.

How will I have a
successful interview?
Be prepared for the obvious
questions such as “Why have you
applied for this job?” or “What makes
you think you are qualified for the
job!”. Rehearse your answers to such
questions.
When answering questions, try to
stick to the point of the question and
avoid irrelevancies.
You should be ready to ask the right
questions regarding the job offer.
For example, if for you it’s important
to have flexibility regarding the
workplace, you should ask about the
possibility of working from home
sometimes, instead of coming to the
office.

GO TO INDEX

When it comes to responsibilities
mentioned in the job offer, use the
interview as an opportunity to clarify
and get more specific information
regarding tasks and performance
indicators.

Working through this
process with your mentor
will make sure your have
all the support you need
to make a successful
application

END NOTE
Thanks for reading through this
toolkit. We hope you enjoyed it
and that you will use what you’ve
learned to start or grow your IT/
Digital career. If you have any
questions regarding the content
of the toolkit, please contact
the Women4IT project team at
women4it@ics.ie
lucia.mancini@ics.ie
sarah.piazzolla@ics.ie
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Toolkit
for
employers
The toolkit is produced by the Women4IT consortium made of organizations
coming from Latvia, Greece, Spain, Malta, Lithuania, Ireland, Belgium, Norway
and Romania. The Women4IT project develops the digital competences of young
women who are at risk of exclusion from the labour market by improving their
employability through an alternative, integrated approach.

GO TO INDEX
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Reasons for training and employing
young women
Why should you consider employing someone who is not employed or in
education at the moment? Many of these are young women who haven’t had
many training and career guidance opportunities. Employers can benefit from
the hidden talents and strengths of such women.

Better match with
your needs as
employer

Loyalty and better
morale of the
organisation

Having the opportunity to hire a
young and enthusiastic woman,
who just needs an initial boost to be
able to excel and progress, could be
a great opportunity for a company.
Recruiting someone young, who
has completed a tailored training
programme based on your business
needs will ensure a good fit to your
job vacancies.

Employing ambitious young women
in digital roles is motivating for other
staff, who will enjoy coaching and
mentoring a young person embarking
on a new career.

Lower recruitment
costs
Engaging with the W4IT programme
makes financial sense by reducing
recruitment costs for you as
employer.

GO TO INDEX
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MY COMPANY!
How can the Women4IT
project help your
company?
The Women4IT project provides a
new ways for employers to find and
employ ambitious, well trained young
employees. Therefore, we devoted
this section to give you concrete
answers to the question above and
recommendations for your future
recruiting and hiring based on recent
research.

GO TO INDEX

Helping you to recruit and
hire talented young women
If your company is facing the
challenges described above and
struggling to find the right candidates
for your digital job openings, then the
Women4IT project might be of help.
Women4IT offers employers an allinclusive, free of charge service to
recruit, train and hire new talent for
digital jobs.

www.women4it.eu
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MY COMMUNITY!

Finding and engaging with WOMEN4IT young women
Eligible young women
Women4IT aims to work with young
women who have been unemployed
and not involved in a training
programme for at least 4 weeks.
Ideally they are between 15 and 29
years of age (Eurofound 2012; ILO
2015).
These eligible young women are
more likely to be female than male,
to be poorly educated, to have poor
health, lower confidence and trust in
others, lower life satisfaction and to
be discouraged from looking for a
job.

GO TO INDEX

Youth employment
statistics
In Romania in 2018, one in five of
people aged 20-34 was unemployed
and not involved in any training (the
rate was 20.6%.) This is the fourth
highest rate in the EU, only Italy,
Greece and Bulgaria having higher
rates.
In Ireland, 14.7% of young people
(aged 20-34) were not in education,
employment or training in 2018.

www.women4it.eu
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FINDING - Where can I find
eligible young women?
Identifying hard-to-reach young people, especially women,
who could benefit from W4IT can be challenging.
There is no single method that works best to reach out to young people,
especially if they are not in employment, education or any form of training.
Different channels can be used depending on the specific group targeted – in our
case young women who are also part of this category.

Some straightforward ways to get
to young people these days are
for example one-stop-shops and
information stands at community
events, but most of all, especially in
recent years – the use of different
types of media including social media
seems to have been one of the best
ways to reach young people.

GO TO INDEX

There are other approaches which
have proved effective, like contacting
community facilitators, youth clubs,
NGOs and other stakeholders that are
in contact with young people in the
targeted area.
Below are some ideas worth
exploring - they might help
you develop your network and
partnerships:

www.women4it.eu
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The public sector
Each country has, or should have,
contact government agencies who
might have access to some eligible
young women (check for others in
Ireland).
Public employment services are
usually eager to have a transparent
and continued dialogue with
employers since their success
depends on meeting the market
needs and matching those with the
skills of the people they work with.
Another way of engaging with young
people is by establishing contact
and partnering with local education
authorities, like the ETB’s in Ireland,
and the Department of Education
who track early school leavers.
Also, depending on where your
business is located, you should
consider engaging with public
institutions, such as public libraries,
which have not traditionally been
involved in recruitment, training or
employment services, but which
could be a good channel to identify
potential employees.

GO TO INDEX

Nowadays many libraries have set-up
services to help their communities
with services to develop digital skills
or pursue small business ideas like
marketing their own products.
In Ireland the Employment Services
supports access to the labour market
for jobseekers at local, regional and
national level and assists employers
who are seeking to fill job vacancies.
Employment Services are delivered
by the National Employment Service
(NES) which operates nationally
through 63 local Employment Service
Offices.
The Department of Employment
Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP)
as well provides employment
support and advice to jobseekers
nationwide. All DEASP employment
services offices are now Intreo
Centres. Intreo provides a one-stop
shop for employment services and
income supports with a range of
personalised supports to jobseekers.
Intreo Centres give jobseeking advice,
information on job vacancies and
income support all in one place.
An important initiative is JobPath
is an employment activation
programme that is intended to help
jobseekers find and retain full-time
employment.

www.women4it.eu
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The NGO
sector
In recent years, both public
authorities and private companies
have engaged in building on the
strengths of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs).
For you, as an employer,
some of the reasons for engaging
with local NGOs are:
NGOs have

relevant contacts

in the community and can find
answers to your questions quickly
Some NGOs have

specialised workers
with good knowledge of young
people, young women who are in
vulnerable situations, etc

GO TO INDEX

Usually NGOs can mobilise

additional
resources

which you as an employer not able
to generate fast enough due to lack
of experience in working with young
people outside of the workforce.
NGOs who work locally and have a
continued presence usually build a
trust relationship with hard-to-reach
young people through their regular
activities. Often, young people
consider companies and public
services remote, official and out of
their reach.
NGOs are often considered

in higher regard

by young people than other public
employment services and they can
perceive their service offer as being
more relevant and attractive to them.

www.women4it.eu
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ENGAGING (contacting
young women)
The advances in technology and the
increasing use of the internet, social
media and smartphones have made
it much faster and more convenient
for any organisation, company or
institution to connect with young
people.
Some of the ways the Women4IT
project may help you engage young
women are:

To identify

potential employees from the W4IT
training programme

To build

a community of mentors ready to
support the young women in their
employability journeys

GO TO INDEX

If you are willing to employ young
women, you can and should reach
out to them - but you will need to
be careful that you communicate
with them in an appropriate and
respectful manner, using tools that
they are familiar with.
Below are some ideas which we have
identified as successful in trying to
engage with young women:
• Make sure communications are
geared towards a young audience
• Make printed materials as attractive
as possible for your target audience
• Attend job fairs or host information
stand at sports or recreational
events, with informal presentations
As mentioned above, internet
services and social media can
also play an important role in the
effectiveness of your outreach
methods to the young women.

www.women4it.eu
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According to research, some
outreach programmes report using
well targeted social media as one of
the most important communication
channels for hard to reach youth, as
it tends to be one of the ‘constant’
features in their lives. Individuals
might change address or phone
number, but rarely change their
Facebook or Instagram account.
Social networks have great huge
potential when trying to engage with
the young generation, even with
those young people who are not
in school, are not in jobs or in any
training programme. Additionally,
the information and content can be
quickly updated and adapted to the
language of your target audience.
While social media might be one
of the easiest and quicker ways for
engaging with young women, here
are some more ideas that might help
you connect and possibly identify
potential employees:

END NOTE
Thanks for reading through this
toolkit. We hope you enjoyed it and
that you will use what you’ve learned
to rethink your recruitment strategy
and to consider hiring young women.
If you have any questions regarding
the content of the toolkit, please
contact the Women4IT project team
at women4it@ics.ie,
lucia.mancini@ics.ie
sarah.piazzolla@ics.ie
GO TO INDEX

Talk to your
local partners

and ask them to inform you when
they hold events, meetings or
presentations for young people.
You could join such an event,
introduce yourself and present the
opportunities.

Talk to
the public
employment

services and with your partner
NGOs job vacancies – specifying
requirements and benefits. Do
not forget to share any training or
internship opportunities.

Get involved
in the life
of your local
community.

Public-private partnerships work well
in helping NEET groups with their
employability.
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